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The Tokai-to-Kamioka (            ) experiment
Far detector
Super Kamiokande

Near detector
complex

J-Parc
Neutrino Beam

Create Neutrino’s 
off-axis beam

Characterize beam and 
 interactionsν

Measure oscillated 
beam

@ND280@SK @J-PARC

 or νμ ν̄μ

  νμ → νμ

  νμ → νe
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check plenary
M.Guigue 

https://agenda.infn.it/event/24250/contributions/127404/
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 is reconstructed from the outgoing tracksEν
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The oscillation probability depends on Eν
but

Interaction modes in CC0  
topology: (NEUT, T2K  flux)

𝜋
𝜈𝜇

The  resolution heavily depends on the interaction typeEν

Mainly 
CCQE for 
T2K flux 

Neutrino interactions and the OA

We work with interaction topologies
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Motivation for ND280
We compare data vs MC in the ND280 to improve the modeling and constrain the systematic errors 
(flux and xsec)

CC0π
CC1π

CC-other

PRD 101, 112004 (2020)

PRD 102, 012007 (2020)

PRD 101, 112001 (2020)

PRD 101, 012007 (2020)

Essential for the OA

All new cross-section studies also benefit other experiments

JHEP 10(2020)114 (2020)

The MC modeling uncertainties are common 
to many experiments

Nature 580,  339–344(2020)

PRD 103, 011101 (2021)

talk by
J. Walsh 

νμ + ν̄μ CC0π
νμ CC0π Carbon + Oxygen
νμ CC1π
ν̄μ CC01π Water
νe & ν̄e CC inclusive

talk by
S.Prasad 

https://www.nature.com/nature
https://agenda.infn.it/event/24250/contributions/129785/
https://agenda.infn.it/event/24250/contributions/129789/
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ECal0.2T
ECal

The current ND280 detector

TPC1 TPC2

FGD1 FGD2

TPC3P0D

NC CC

Current ND280 sketch

Event display of basket elements
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Current limitations

✦ Tracks w/o TPCs (high angle).
✦ Tracks w/o TPCs (low momentum).
✦ Limited timing information.
✦ No 3D.
✦ No neutrons info.FGD

Efficiency is mainly forward

CC-
inclusive

CC1π

Sub-optimal purity in some samples
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The upgraded ND280 detector

180cm

90cm

80cm

2 High Angle TPCs

8 ERAM

New read-out concept

1 SuperFGD

192cm
56cm

184 cm

1cm3

Novel detector concept 150 ps time resolution 

6 ToF panels

new TPC

SuperFGD

TPC1 TPC2 TPC3

FGD1 FGD2

ToF

new TPC

P0D

The P0D is now 
limited by systematics

new 
modules Milestones

✦ 2018  TDR

✦ 2021/22 final modules
✦ 2022 installation

→
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NIM A 957 163286 (2020) JINST 13, P02006 (2018)
JINST 15 P12003 (2020)

JPS Conf. Proc. 27, 011005 (2019)

arXiv:1901.03750
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A new tracker concept (SuperFGD)

192cm
56cm

184 cm
1cm3

JINST 13, P02006 (2018)

FGD concept

To improve the granularity the new active target will be a novel 3D tracking 

SuperFGD concept

+ new electronics

talk by
M.Khabibullin 

CITIROC ASIC

https://agenda.infn.it/event/24250/contributions/129776/
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Physics benefits
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Improvements in tracking for low momentum tracks

protons momentum in 
ND280 (NEUT)

~500MeV/c

~300MeV/c

30% eff

90% eff

Current ND280 (FGD1) Upgraded ND280 (SuperFGD)

SuperFGD is isotropically finely segmented!
Allows 3D hadronic tracking

Current ND280arXiv 2102.03346 5 February 2021

No samples with FGD proton!

Better proton capabilities are a fantastic tool for studying 
transverse variables

SuperFGD 3D  MC eventνμ

talk by
K.M.Tsui 

arXiv: 2009.00688

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.03346
https://agenda.infn.it/event/24250/contributions/129987/
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Physics benefits
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Improvements in tracking Current FGDs PID is much worse than TPCs

Charge particles beamtest @CERN (2018)

JINST 15 P12003

We can see bragg peak Great µ/proton discrimination by dE/dx

We can see gamma conversions in 
SuperFGD: important to tag  π0 → γγ

If momentum is ~constant we 
can combine dE/dx of many hits

TPC dE/dx resolution ~7-9%

24x8x48  background
reduction
νe

Complement to TPC PID
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Physics benefits
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Neutron capabilities

0% ~50%

ν̄μ + p → μ + n
antineutrino CCQE:

✦ Transverse variables also for !ν̄

3 views   3D event→

data from prototype

No neutron tagging 
capabilities in current ND280

Using SuperFGD we can search for isolated delayed clusters!

Neutron beamtest @LANL

(isotropic center of SuperFGD)

The detection principle is under study with 
prototype data.   (+ neutron xsec in hydrocarbon)

 better neutrino energy reconstruction.→ PRD 101, 092003 (2020)

neutron energy reconstruction by ToF

Identifying events with low  allows to select events with 
little nuclear effects

δpT

MC reco δpT

But visible in SK

efficiency
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Physics benefits
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Improvements in timing

~50% ~95%

decrease by up to 80%OOFV rejection

?

CC1π

Sub-optimal purity in some samples

• Due to better electronics

Michel Electron detection

Crucial to separate low momentum p/π

OOFV rejection

(OOFV)

• Current ToF information resolution ~few ns.
• Upgrade ToF information < ns.

Only ~20% OOFV comes from neutrals 
(~mainly neutrons)

✦ Better timing information translates 
into better purity!

Specially important for backward going tracks

High impact if CC1π SK samples are added to OA.
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Physics benefits
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Improvement in the efficiency for high momentum tracks forward 4π

SK

ND280

ND280 UP

new TPC

new TPC

SFGD

C
C

 in
cl

us
iv

e 
µ

• CC0π + 1 or 2 protons
• CC1π + 0 or 1 proton
• CC2π
• … 

good for oscillation analysis

good for cross-section studies
especially for multitrack events

We can probe many largely unknown channels in 
detail with tracks with low and high momentum
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Physics benefits
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µ- 

Example of a CC1π interaction in the upgraded ND280
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Physics benefits
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1ton 2tontarget mass
FGD1+FGD2: 2ton SuperFGD: 2ton

✦ 2010-20: ~3·1021 POT
✦ 2022-26: ~12·1021 POT

Integrated POT

0.5MW 1.3MW
x2.6 more power

✦ ~8x more data than so far in ND280.
✦ good for OA but also a lot of data with upgraded 

modules to study  interactions ν

ND280 upgrade

Improvement in statistics
JPARC upgrades to increase beam power

Improvement in systematics

~6% ~4%

SK flux norm.
(0.6<E <0.7 GeV)
MAQE

 2p2h norm.
2p2h shape on C
MARES
FSI (π absorption)

ν

νμ

PARAMETER
current 
ND280(%)

upgraded 
ND280(%)

✦ Key to rule out CP conservation 3  and beyond!σ

arXiv:1901.03750
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Conclusions

• Upgrade in 2022!

• Very exciting neutrino physics possibilities in T2K ahead of us.

• ND280 upgrade will benefit our understanding on neutrino oscillations and neutrino-

nucleus scattering.
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T2K CM Paris 2019


